NET GAIN  Erik Agard and Brendan Emmett Quigley

ACROSS
1. Word on one of a pair of coffee mugs
5. Homophone of "yours," to some
9. Setting for Van Gogh's "Cafe Terrace at Night"
14. Follower of Lollipop, Marshmallow, and Nougat, in Android version names
15. Waimea Valley island
16. "The Neon Bible" author
17. Poker player's change in behavior
18. Mockery of a Native gathering?
20. Islamic ruler
22. Bad note collector
23. Big racket
24. Poem about ancient wars, perhaps
25. Michael's "We Are the World" co-writer
27. Obey
28. Quick clique
30. Boolean logic word
31. Dr. Hunt (Kevin McKidd's "Grey's Anatomy" role)
32. Chocolate-hued heifers wax obsequious?
36. Cauliflower (rugby player's problem)
45. Pre-1917 leader
47. "We Love Logistics" co.
48. Affluent Minneapolis suburb
49. Treat squeaks
50. Highlight, in a way
52. Touring band's wheels
53. Target of early-2000s UN inspections
54. Middle East Strip
55. Thumbs-up alternative
57. Schnauzer's snappy comeback?
60. Daughter of Rhea
61. Electrolysis bit
62. Morales of "Paid in Full"
63. League
64. Montgomery (star of the WNBA's Atlanta Dream)
65. Taken in
66. Ready for anything

DOWN
1. Straightening implement
2. Bookworm's gizmo
3. Menu word meaning "stuffed"
4. Songs sans backing
5. Dinosaur in Mario games
6. Dentist's chair utterance
7. Where do we go from here?
8. School breaks
9. Heaps
10. Time for fisticuffs
11. Despicable
12. Heroine in Kay Thompson books
13. Affixed, as buttons
14. Hang (around with)
15. Two-dimensional
16. Voice actress in "Isle of Dogs"
17. Search pseudoscientifically
29. Says "shit"
33. -Mags (punk band)
34. Hardly any
35. Trade publication that publishes TV ratings
38. Author James who was the subject of the 2016 documentary "I Am Not Your Negro"
39. BuzzFeed fare
40. Elevate
41. Key near 1
42. Mediterranean resort area
43. See the point of Theo Epstein?
44. Superfan
45. U-Haul attachment
46. Nina whose autobiography was "I Put a Spell on You"
50. Corn maze cry
51. Go to check the mail, say
54. No longer in stock
56. Floor covering type
58. Emo vibe
59. Glaswegian's "Get outta here"